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Abstract—Reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA)
fiber cavity lasers are attractive colorless, self-seeded, self-tuning,
and directly modulatable sources for passive optical networks
(PONs). They comprise of an RSOA in the optical network unit
as the active element, a distribution fiber as the laser cavity, a
waveguide grating router, and a common reflective mirror with
the latter two positioned at the remote node. In this paper, we in-
troduce a model and perform simulations to elucidate the recently
discovered successful operation of this new PON source. The results
are in agreement with experiments; the formation of a narrow laser
spectrum with a relatively constant output power is seen despite a
relatively broad passband window of the waveguide grating router.
We further study mode competition and mode partition noise. It
is shown that proper chromatic dispersion management can over-
come mode partition noise limitations. The quality of the RSOA
fiber cavity laser does not degrade when being directly modulated
and as a result these highly multimode lasers offer an economic
way to transport Gbit/s upstream data over kilometers of fiber in
a wavelength division multiplexing-PON.

Index Terms—Colorless transmitter, reflective semiconductor
optical amplifier (RSOA) fiber cavity laser (FCL), self-seeding,
semiconductor optical amplifier, wavelength division multiplexing-
passive optical network (WDM-PON).

I. INTRODUCTION

R EFLECTIVE semiconductor optical amplifiers (RSOAs)
are already deployed as colorless modulators in wave-

length division multiplexing (WDM) passive optical networks
(PONs). They further hold promise to not only act as colorless
modulators but also to act as colorless laser sources if the access
network fiber trunk is used as a laser cavity [1], [2].

RSOAs so far are largely deployed as externally seeded
upstream (US) transmitters. In these transmitters, the RSOA
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modulates a light that originates from a different point in the
network. And even though a common external broadband seed-
ing source has shown to work well, the reach and speed of such
schemes are limited by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
beat noise and chromatic dispersion (CD) due to the broad spec-
trum [3]. In addition, they require high power and broadband
light sources, which makes them cost-inefficient. Alternatively,
RSOA based self-seeded WDM-PON US transmitters were sug-
gested to eliminate the external seeding source. Initial imple-
mentations of self-seeded sources employed feedback mech-
anisms including fiber Bragg gratings, [4], [5]. Unfortunately,
these methods require separate and accurately tuned wavelength
selective components in every optical network unit (ONU), thus
preventing colorless operation and increasing the complexity
and cost.

Recently, a more simple and cost-effective network topology
was introduced that incorporates self-seeded RSOA-fiber cav-
ity lasers (RSOA-FCLs) [1], [6], [7]. The resonant laser cavity
is formed by the distribution network between the RSOA’s re-
flective facet and a mirror at the remote node (RN). The gain
of the cavity is provided by the RSOA whereas the waveguide
grating router (WGR) at the RN automatically selects the op-
erating wavelength. The WGR thus not only confines the opti-
cal bandwidth of the RSOA-FCL but also allows for an auto-
matic wavelength assignment that is easily scalable so that many
users within the network can transmit information at pre-defined
wavelength. The number of users is limited by the number of
output ports of the WGR.

For proper functioning of the overall system, the RSOA in
the cavity should perform three operations. Firstly, the gain has
to compensate the overall cavity losses for the system to lase.
Secondly, the RSOA should offer a sufficient modulation band-
width. Thirdly, the residual modulation on the optical field in
the US path of the cavity must be nonlinearly suppressed upon
return to the RSOA to provide a clean carrier for new US data
transmission. Properly designed and operated RSOAs are able
to offer the above three functionalities simultaneously. In par-
ticular, large gain bulk RSOAs can meet these specifications
when the active region length and the confinement factor are
appropriately optimized [8]. So far, the modulation cancellation
capacity of saturated RSOAs has been demonstrated theoret-
ically and experimentally in [9] and [10]. Also, the electro-
optical bandwidth of quantum-well RSOAs have been explored
and 10 Gbit/s direct modulation has been demonstrated [11].
The entire RSOA-FCL system has been experimentally demon-
strated in a WDM-PON for beyond 2.5 Gbit/s US transmission
[6], [12].



Despite the amount of experimental demonstrations, so far
no theoretical and numerical treatment of the RSOA-FCL sys-
tem has been offered, thus the working principle is poorly
understood.

In this paper we present a theoretical investigation, with sup-
porting experimental results, of the RSOA-FCL with a cavity
formed by the distribution fibers in the order of a few meters
to tens of kilometers length. The RSOA-FCL excites a large
numbers of longitudinal modes due to its extra-long cavity. In
order to properly simulate the interaction of these modes, we
construct a bidirectional RSOA model that accounts for: 1) all
the counter-propagating laser modes; 2) the dynamic carrier in-
jection in order to simulate the direct modulation capability and
3) spontaneous and stimulated emission. Using this model, we
discuss the effects of CD and mode partition noise. We show
how the RSOA in a fiber cavity can be used as directly modu-
latable, colorless, self-seeded US transmitter. It will be shown,
how the interplay between the nonlinear RSOA together with
a properly designed fiber cavity suppresses the intensity fluc-
tuations arising from the multi-mode nature of the laser and
also allows for efficient cancelation of the modulation com-
ponent of the recirculating signal in the FCL. In particular,
the performance of the RSOA-FCL with cavity lengths up to
10 km as a directly modulated US transmitter at 2.5 Gbit/s is
discussed.

II. WDM-PON ARCHITECTURE

Before proceeding with the analysis of the RSOA-FCL, we
briefly review the RSOA-FCL’s PON topology. The topology
of a WDM-PON access network with a central office (CO)
connected to the RN and the ONUs through the feeder and
distribution fibers, respectively, is shown in Fig. 1. The ONU
only comprises of an RSOA, a downstream receiver (DS Rx)
and a C/L-band WGR for the C-band signal in the US and the
L-band signal in the DS, respectively. The RSOA serves as an
active medium of the fiber laser cavity, which is formed by the
RSOA mirror on one side and the Faraday rotator mirror (FRM)
at the RN on the other side. The cyclic WGR multiplexer at
the RN acts as a frequency selective filter through which the
laser “self-tunes” to the particular WGR connection port. The
RSOA further allows encoding of the user US data by direct
modulation of the RSOA injection current.

The Faraday rotator (FR) in the ONU and the RN in the cavity
are needed to enable lasing even when the RSOA should have
some polarization gain dependence [13].

III. RSOA-FIBER LASER MODELING

This section deals with the overall mathematical realization
of the RSOA-FCL model. Firstly, a multimode and bidirectional
travelling wave RSOA model is presented. Then we introduce
models for the passive cavity, which consists of an optical fiber
and an optical bandpass filter (OBPF). Finally, the two are com-
bined to form the entire RSOA-FCL system.

A. RSOA Model

The RSOA model is based on a bidirectional SOA implemen-
tation [9], [14]. Fig. 2 depicts the simulation procedure where the
RSOA is sliced into m spatial sections. The temporally resolved
carrier density and gain are calculated within each section. The
optical field propagation is described in terms of travelling wave
equations, and is solved for all the counter-propagating multi-
mode contributions to the signal and ASE fields. The considera-
tion of ASE is necessary to generate an RSOA-FCL lasing field
that is self-seeded from the ASE and also to accurately account
for RSOA gain saturation.

The carrier density rate equation is given by

∂N(z, t)
∂t

=
I

qV
− Rspon(z, t) − Rstim (z, t) (1)

where N(z, t) is the carrier density and I is the bias current.
Rspon and Rstim represent carrier depletion due to spontaneous
and stimulated emission, respectively. The expression for Rspon
is given by

Rspon(z, t) =
N(z, t)

τc

= AN(z, t) + BN(z, t)2 + CN(z, t)3 (2)

where τc is the effective carrier life time which is related to the
nonradiative recombination rate A, spontaneous recombination
coefficient B and Auger recombination coefficient C. Rstim
includes the carrier depletion due to the signal rs(z, t), and the
ASE rase(z, t) and is given by
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where we define E+
k (z, t) and E−

k (z, t) as the forward and
backward propagating complex amplitude of the kth longitudi-
nal mode. Similarly ε+

j (z, t) and ε−j (z, t) are the fields of the
jth ASE mode. The modes can be further decomposed using
amplitude and phase coefficients such that

E±
k (z, t) = Ẽ±

k (z)ej2πυk t

ε±k (z, t) = ε̃±j (z)ej2πυj t (4)

where Γ, dw, εNL , and h are the confinement factor, effective
area of the RSOA active region, the nonlinear gain coefficient
and the Plank’s constant, respectively. The indexes k and j refer
to the longitudinal modes for the signal and ASE, respectively.
For the considered simulation bandwidth of 4 nm, this paper
assumes a linear gain as

g(N(z, t)) = a0(N(z, t) − N0) (5)

where a0 is the differential gain coefficient and N0 is the carrier
density at transparency.



Fig. 1. RSOA-FCL based self-seeded WDM-PON Architecture.

The wave equation for the counter propagating signal fields
is written as

∂E±
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∓ 1
υg
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2
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where Ptot(z, t) is the total power at the position z and time t
given by
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γint and αH are the internal scattering loss of the active re-
gion and the linewidth enhancement factor or the Henry factor,
respectively. Since the lasing field extends over a spectral width
of at most 100 GHz within the OBPF, this paper assumes a con-
stant αH -factor. Such an assumption is reasonable and allows
for a sufficiently accurate SOA simulation [15], [16].

The equation for the ASE field is given by

∂ε±j (z, t)
∂z

=
1
2

[−γint + Γgj (N(z, t))] ε±j (z, t)

+Rsp,j (N(z, t)). (8)

In (8), the first part of the right hand side defines the ampli-
fication of the ASE as it propagates, whereas the second part is
the spontaneous emission rate Rsp given as

Rsp,j (N)

=
√

Γnspgj (N(z, t))MΔυFSRhυjΔz−1

(
x1 + jx2√

2

)

. (9)

The spontaneous emission is assumed to have white Gaussian
noise behavior [17]. x1 and x2 are Gaussian distributed random
number sequences with mean zero and a variance of one. nsp
and υj are the inversion factor and the frequency of the jth
ASE mode, respectively. The spontaneous emission is calculated
within the frequency range MΔυFSR where ΔυFSR is the free
spectral range (FSR) of the RSOA-FCL and M is an integer
number. In the next subsection we will discuss both.

Fig. 2. RSOA simulation schematics where the counter propagating signal and
ASE fields and carrier density are spatially resolved. The symbols are defined
in the text.

To represent the propagation of the signal and ASE, the time
t and position z change with steps

Δz =
l

m
, Δt =

Δz

υg
(10)

where l is the length of the RSOA active region with effective
refractive index ng . υg = c/ng is the group velocity, where c is
the speed of light in vacuum. The carrier density is numerically
solved using the modified Euler method as in [16], [18].

The following boundary conditions are applied at the output
and reflective facets of the RSOA shown in Fig. 2:

E+
k (0, t) =

√

RlE
−
k (0, t) +

√

ηRSOA (1 − Rl)Ein,k (t)

E−
k (L, t) =

√
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k (l, t)

ε+
j (0, t) =

√

Rlε
−
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ε−j (L, t) =
√

Rhε+
j (l, t). (11)

Ein,k (t) is the input field for the kth signal mode whereas Rl

and Rh are the power reflectivity of the output and the mirror
facet, respectively. The coupling from fiber to the RSOA is given
by ηRSOA . The output signal and ASE are

Eout,k (t) =
√

ηRSOA (1 − Rl)E−
k (0, t)

εout,j (t) =
√

ηRSOA (1 − Rl)ε−j (0, t). (12)

B. Cavity Model

The simulation setup of the RSOA-FCL is shown in Fig. 3.
The overall cavity length includes the distribution fiber and



Fig. 3. Reflective SOA fiber-cavity laser (RSOA-FCL) formed by the RSOA
mirror and the RN mirror. The cavity consists of the distribution fiber, an OBPF
and VOA.

the RSOA. An OBPF mimics the WGR at the RN and performs
frequency selection whereas a variable optical attenuator (VOA)
represents the total insertion losses of all the passive constituents
in the cavity.

The frequency response of the fiber assuming only group
velocity dispersion and attenuation is

Hfbr(υ) = exp
[(

−0.1152αdB/km + jπD
λ2

o

c
(υ − υo)

2
)

L

]

(13)

where αdB/km ,D and λ0 are the fiber attenuation, CD parameter
and the center wavelength, respectively. The OBPF has a super
Gaussian shape. Combining the Gaussian filter’s frequency re-
sponse and VOA attenuation gives

|HOBPF(υ)| = αVOA exp

(

−1
2

(
υ − υ0

Δu

)2n
)

(14)

where

Δυ =
υ3dB

2 2 n
√

ln 2
(15)

with υ3dB and n being the 3 dB bandwidth and the order of
the Gaussian filter, respectively, whereas αVOA is the single
direction attenuation of the VOA.

The ASE and signal of the laser, which are now transmitted
into the network are

εout(t) =
√

ηcprF
−1 {Hfbr(υ)HOBPF(υ) · ε̃out}

Eout,tx(t) =
√

ηcprF
−1

{

Hfbr(υ)HOBPF(υ) · Ẽout

}

(16)

where ηcpr is the ratio of the out coupled power. Ẽout and
ε̃out are the Fourier transforms of the output signal and ASE
from the RSOA, respectively. F−1 {} stands for inverse Fourier
transform.

Now that the resonator cavity is explained in detail, we have
to discuss the formation of the multiple longitudinal modes. The
FSR of the mode, ΔυFSR is given by

ΔυFSR =
c

2(nfbrL + ng l)
(17)

where nfbr is the refractive index of the optical fiber. Since the
RSOA-FCL extends up to tens of kilometer, the FSR is in the
order of kHz. In other words, for an exemplary OBPF bandwidth
of 100 GHz we expect excited modes in the order of 106 . Thus
solving the wave equation for all modes would be impractical.
Similar to [14] we bundle neighboring modes to relieve the
simulation load. We introduce M as the integer number of modes
bundled together and for which a single equation is solved. The

Fig. 4. Simulation procedure followed to simulate the modes in the RSOA-
FCL: (a) First iteration i = 1: the RSOA emits ASE shown in (d) while the
input signal is zero (black arrow). The ASE coupled out of the RSOA-FCL and
having traveled once through the fiber cavity and the WGR filter is shown in (e);
(b) Second iteration i = 2: the scaled version of the ASE is fed into the RSOA
as a signal, shown in (g). The output signal of the RSOA-FCL laser is shown
in (f); (c) After the third step i ≥ 1 the signal is again fed into the cavity and a
new iteration is started.

signal and ASE mode bundle frequencies, are then given by

υk = υ0 ± kMΔυFSR , k = 1, 2, . . . (Nm − 1)/2 (18)

where Nm and υ0 are the total number of modes and the center
frequency, respectively.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents the simulation procedure and the results
obtained for the RSOA-FCL. Initially we describe the ASE self-
seeding within the cavity. Then, we report on the buildup of the
laser emission and its spectral and temporal properties when the
RSOA is unmodulated and modulated, respectively.

A. Simulation Procedure

The iteration steps of the signal and ASE fields in the RSOA-
FCL are summarized in Fig. 4. In a first iteration step, i = 1
shown in Fig. 4(a), the RSOA just emits ASE as shown in
Fig. 4(d). Subsequently this ASE light is traveling through the
cavity undergoing dispersion and being filtered by the WGR.
A monitor shows the spectrum in the RN, which can be seen
in Fig. 4(e). In the second iteration, i = 2 shown in Fig. 4(b),
the ASE in the fiber cavity is reflected at the RN mirror and
an attenuated fraction is fed back into the fiber, the WGR and



into the RSOA as an input signal field, shown in Fig. 4(g). This
signal is now amplified by the RSOA and passes through the
fiber and OBPF to be coupled out, as depicted in Fig. 4(f). Here,
the ASE spectral components with index j are coupled to the
signal with index k, i.e. j = k. The initial conditions for the first
two iterations are given as

Ẽ
(1)
in,k = 0

Ẽ
(2)
in,k =

√

RRN(1 − ηcpr) · ε̃(1)
out,k · (Hfbr (υk ) HOBPF (υk ))2

(19)

where RRN is the RN mirror reflectivity.
The RSOA output passes through the fiber and is filtered

twice, thus the fiber and OBPF responses are squared as in
(19). After the second iteration, the signal power significantly
depletes the carriers and the ASE power noticeably diminishes.
Therefore, for i ≥ 3, we can neglect the coupling between the
signal and ASE. The input signal field is then the RSOA output
signal result from the previous iteration after passing through
the channel twice, as per Fig. 4(c). It is given by

Ẽ
(i)
in,k =

√

RRN(1 − ηcpr)

·Ẽ(i−1)
out,k · (Hfbr (υk ) HOBPF (υk ))2 . (20)

B. Simulation of Unmodulated Operation

Here, we investigate the RSOA-FCL operation when a DC
bias current is applied to the RSOA and the modulation is dis-
abled. This allows us to observe the laser spectrum and intensity
waveform and to initially judge if such a highly multi-mode
source could be used to transmit information at all. The RSOA
and cavity parameters used for the system simulations are listed
in Table I and they are based on [9] and further fitting to exper-
imental results.

At first, we consider an RSOA-FCL with a short single mode
fiber (SMF) of 1 m length and a dispersion parameter D =
16 ps/(nm·km). The evolution and the narrowing of the spectral
width as the signal iterates in the cavity is depicted in Fig. 5.
The output spectra after the tenth and 100th iteration are shown
in the insets. The 10 dB spectral width is recorded after every
fifth iteration up to the 100th iteration. The RSOA is biased
with a 120 mA dc current and the overall bidirectional cavity
loss is 16 dB. This includes the insertion losses when twice
passing through the WGR, the RN mirror and the fiber-to-RSOA
coupling losses.

It can be seen that initially the spectral width of the laser
is determined by the filter bandwidth, as plotted in Fig. 4(e).
However, after a few iterations, the laser field builds up and
mode competition leads to a narrowing of the spectrum. Fig. 5
shows how the spectral width of the long cavity laser narrows
relatively quickly within the first 40 iterations. The Gaussian
OBPF with a 3 dB bandwidth of 100 GHz attenuates the out-
ermost modes, which die out after only a few iterations. The
RSOA-FCL gradually settles with less than 20 GHz spectral
width and a red shifted spectral peak relative to the center of
the OBPF. The redshift can be seen in the insets of Fig. 5. One

TABLE I
RSOA-FIBER LASER COMPONENT PARAMETERS [9]

Fig. 5. Evolution of the signal spectral width versus iteration index in the 1 m
long SMF cavity of the RSOA-FCL; the insets show sample spectra for the tenth
and 100th iteration with OBPF frequency response (blue line).

might think that the laser spectra should be centered at the OBPF
transmission maximum; however, this is not the case. The lasing
spectrum extends to the redshifted transition band of the OBPF
due to the Bogatov effect [19]. The dominance of the redshifted
components implies that they receive more gain and thus lasing
at these modes dominates. A further redshift of the peak at the
low frequency edge of the WGR passband is prevented by an
increased attenuation [20].

In addition, a stable output power waveform is observed be-
cause RSOA gain saturation suppresses fast intensity fluctua-
tions of the seeding ASE and beating between the laser modes.
This will be discussed in more detail below.

The simulation parameters for the RSOA listed in Table I
were fitted to the actual data by comparing the simulation and
experimental results of the power versus bias current (P–I) plot.
The P–I plot of the RSOA-FCL with 6, 11, and 16 dB overall



Fig. 6. Simulation and experimental plot of the output power versus bias
current for the RSOA-FCL with 1 m SMF cavity and 6, 10 and 16 dB overall
cavity losses. The output power reduces for larger cavity loss.

cavity loss is depicted in Fig. 6. The P–I plot with a 16 dB loss
is shown for both simulation and experiment. The experimental
setup is modelled as the scheme depicted in Fig. 3, the only
difference being that the OBPF is a Finisar WaveShaper that was
programmed to mimic a 110 GHz Gaussian bandpass filter. As
expected, the output power diminishes for larger cavity losses.
The threshold current is observed around 50 mA both in the
simulation and in the experiment.

Subsequently, the long fiber cavity that may extend up to tens
of kilometers results in a large number of longitudinal modes
within the 100 GHz bandwidth of the OBPF. Due to the broad
spectrum, there is a strong effect of CD on the system perfor-
mance. We then investigated two types of cavities with SMF
and dispersion shifted fiber (DSF), where the SMF was simu-
lated with D = 16 ps/(nm·km) and the DSF was simulated with
D = 0 ps/(nm·km). The signal spectral width as a function of
the fiber cavity length for SMF and DSF are shown in Fig. 7(a).
During the simulation, the program was executed 50 iterations
beyond the steady state operation point and then the mean of the
50 spectral width values was taken. It can be seen how the signal
spectrum abruptly broadens for longer dispersive cavities due to
an accumulation of CD, while it remains constant for the DSF
cavities. The finding agrees well with the measurement results
shown by the black triangles for SMF and blue star for the DSF
in the same plot.

Fig. 7(b)–(e) exemplify the CD induced power fluctuations
and the spectral broadening. Fig. 7(b) and (d) show the temporal
power and spectra for 10 m SMF and DSF cavities, respectively.
In both cases, once the laser field has built up, the intensity re-
mains constant with only small fluctuations. The “small” thereby
refers to the fact that it is small given the highly multimoded
field. When the SMF cavity is short, the CD is insignificant and
the nonlinear RSOA with strong gain saturation suppresses the
power fluctuation of the seeding ASE. Thus, the power con-
verges to an almost constant value with a narrow spectrum as
for the DSF case. The spectra for the two cavities are similar to
the steady-state spectrum of the 1 m SMF cavity shown in the
inset of Fig. 5. When the cavity is extended beyond 0.5 km SMF,
the CD alters the delicate phase relation between the multiple
modes that is required to achieve a constant intensity. Once these
modes reach the RSOA, the modes interfere constructively and
destructively creating strong power fluctuations that cannot be

Fig. 7. Simulated and experimental spectral width as a function of the cavity
length for SMF (red line) and DSF (blue line). The subfigures show simulated
output powers with time (left) and spectra (right) for (b) 10 m SMF, (c) 1 km
SMF, (d) 10 m DSF and (e) 1 km DSF cavities, respectively.

suppressed by the RSOA gain saturation; and thus leading to
increased spectral broadening as depicted in Fig. 7(c). This CD
induced mode partition noise substantially increases the relative
intensity noise (RIN) of the laser and renders the laser useless
for direct modulation of an US signal. However, when using a
1 km DSF cavity the phase relation of the modes is mostly pre-
served and a relatively flat output power with a narrow spectrum
is obtained, as shown in Fig. 7(e).

It is instructive to plot the total output power of the RSOA-
FCL against the power in different spectral ranges that contribute
to this total power. In Fig. 8(a) and (b) we show the power of 90
longitudinal mode bundles and the total power for a 10 m SMF
cavity RSOA-FCL. The power in a mode bundle is obtained
by filtering the output field with a Lorentzian filter (517 MHz



Fig. 8. Plot for the power of individual longitudinal mode bundles (col-
ored lines) and the total power (blue line) for 10 m SMF cavity RSOA-FCL;
(a) without direct modulation and (b) with direct modulation at 2.5 Gbit/s.

Fig. 9. Output signal spectra of RSOA-FCL with 1 m SMF cavity and 6, 11
and 16 dB overall cavity losses. The low cavity loss has broader spectrum due
to the stronger multimode interaction.

full width at half maximum) centered at the modal frequencies.
In Fig. 8(a), the colored lines show how the individual mode
powers fluctuate due to strong mode competition while the total
power (blue line) is relatively constant. Fig. 8(b) then shows that
the fluctuations in the total output power remain low even if the
laser is directly modulated. The modes still compete however;
the output power now depends on the extinction ratio of the
modulated bias current.

The cavity loss is another important parameter in the charac-
terization of the RSOA-FCL. To observe the impact of cavity
losses alone, we simulate a cavity with 1 m long SMF having
negligible CD and the output spectra for 6, 11 and 16 dB overall
cavity losses are depicted in Fig. 9. For low cavity losses or
strong feedback into the RSOA, the spectrum is broadened due
to the interaction between the strong multiple modes reflected
back into the RSOA.

Fig. 10. Simulated [(a) and (c)] and measured [(b) and (d)] eye diagrams for
2.5 Gbit/s direct modulation of the RSOA-FCL with; (a) and (b) 10 m SMF
cavity; (c) and (d) 420 m SMF cavity.

C. Simulation of Directly Modulated Laser

This subsection presents the performance of the RSOA-FCL
when used as a directly modulated transmitter. After the CW
output signal reaches steady state a modulated bias current is
supplied to the RSOA to encode data for US communications.
A non-return to zero signal is encoded on the bias current, and
for every iteration, a new pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS)
is generated. This allows us to show explicitly that the RSOA
with saturated gain simultaneously suppresses the recirculating
residual intensity modulation from US communications in a
previous iteration while encoding new information onto the field
for new US transmission.

The eye diagrams for a 2.5 Gbit/s modulated RSOA-FCL are
depicted in Fig. 10. The RSOA-FCL is biased at 120 mA, and
the modulation component swings between 70 and 170 mA.
The minimum current is 20 mA above the laser threshold. This
corresponds to 6 dB extinction ratio in the output laser power.
The ideal operation point that allows erasure of previous US
signal is at a reduced extinction ratio as outlined in more detail
in [9]. The bidirectional cavity loss is 11 dB. Fig. 10(a) and
(b) show simulation and experimental eye diagrams for a 10 m
SMF cavity whereas (c) and (d) show simulation and experi-
mental eye diagrams for a 420 m SMF cavity, respectively. The
eyes are open since the cavities are relatively short and both
CD and loss are low. Moreover, now the RSOA input for the
ith iteration is the modulated output signal from the (i − 1) th
iteration having different PRBS. To encode a new data on the
signal field, the modulation from the previous iteration must be
suppressed. Thus, the open eyes in Fig. 10 are clear indications
that the simultaneous modulation cancellation and remodulation
operations are working perfectly.

In Fig. 11(a), the simulated cavity is extended to 10 km of
SMF and it can be seen that the eye is completely closed. The
accumulated CD impairment is responsible for the poor perfor-
mance. On the other hand, if 10 km DSF replaces the SMF fiber,
open eyes are obtained as shown in Fig. 11(b), though with less
power due to the additional fiber attenuation.

Fig. 12 shows the change of the signal spectral width with the
bit rates for 10 m SMF and 1 km DSF. The plot illustrates that
there is some small spectral broadening with higher bit-rates.



Fig. 11. Simulated eye diagrams for 2.5 Gbit/s direct modulation of the RSOA-
FCL with; (a) 10 km SMF cavity and (b) 10 km DSF cavity. The CD in the
10 km SMF results in complete closure of the eyes.

Fig. 12. Signal spectral width of the RSOA-FCL with 10 m SMF and 1 km
DSF cavities modulated at 2.5, 5 and 10 Gbit/s.

This may be due to the chirp as a result of direct modulation
and suggests that the reach of RSOA-FCL transmitter might be
slightly reduced when increasing the bit-rate [6].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a theoretical model for the RSOA-
FCL as a colorless transmitter for next generation WDM-PON
access. The ASE self-seeded laser cavity was found to narrow
the spectrum to a smaller subset of modes with an almost con-
stant output power allowing for a good operation with short
fiber cavities. However, for longer and in particular for cavi-
ties with large chromatic dispersion, the output power strongly
fluctuates since CD breaks the delicate phase relation between
the multiple modes that is required to achieve constant power.
The RSOA then can no longer suppress these fast fluctuations
and thus the obtained directly modulated signal presents very
poor performance, as evidenced by an almost complete eye clo-
sure. However, when the dispersion in the cavity is sufficiently
small, as with a DSF, clear open eye diagrams are obtained at
2.5 Gbit/s. Thus proving that both direct modulation and can-
cellation of the modulation part of the recirculating signal could
occur simultaneously even for cavity lengths of the order of
10 km. Self-seeded RSOA-FCL, as evidenced by this paper, are
thus promising colorless sources for beyond 2.5 Gbit/s access
transmission when operated with proper CD management.
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